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QuantiGene Plex assay

Multiplexed gene expression

detection and quantitation

 

Branched DNA (bDNA) signal amplification

   → Direct RNA quantitation

   → No target amplification

xMAP/Luminex magnetic bead capturing

   → Measure up to 80 genes in a single well

   → Disease or tox genes
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Spot dilution series of compounds across wells to allow dose

response profiling

QuantiGene Plex assay

Data normalization

 

1. Raw read out (MFI) 

        ⇩ 

2. Background corrected 

        ⇩ 

3. Normalized expression 

(housekeeping genes) 

        ⇩ 

4. Fold change vs untreated
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Select/prioritize compounds based 

on a gene set

Discovery - setting

Prioritize compounds

 

 Focus on gene signature

   → +/- 20 disease genes

Rank compounds

   → multivariate approach

Tool compound (TC: reference compound)

   → match or surpass TC

•

•

•
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1. Gene specific analysis

    → Dose response modelling

 

2. Aggregate absolute AC50 estimates

    → Absolute AC50 matrix

Compound prioritization
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3. Summarize AC50 matrix

    → Principal Component Analysis

 

4. Ranking

    → Ranking metric vs ranking metric tool compound

          * Metric based on weighted PCA scores 

  

          * Signs relative to position of toolcompound

Compound prioritization
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Compound prioritization - example
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Compound prioritization - example
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Compound prioritization - example
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Risk-based compound prioritization

Uncertainty of dose response fitting

 

Aggregate  AC50 matrices 

⇩ 

Perform PCA  times 

⇩ 

Rank compounds  times 

⇩ 

Summarize  rankings

Model estimates have associated uncertainty:  

standard errors (SE)

So far, PCA and ranking based on absolute AC50 estimates

only

Use estimates and SEs to define a normal distribution for

each compound/gene combination

Randomly sample  AC50 estimates from each distribution
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•
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Risk-based compound prioritization
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Risk-based compound prioritization
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Risk-based compound prioritization - example
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Risk-based compound prioritization - example
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Risk-based compound prioritization - example
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Summarize  rankings

 

Risk-based compound prioritization - example

n

Median rank across  rankings

Times ranked above tool compound (%)

Consensus ranking

• n

•

•
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Summarize  rankings

 

Risk-based compound prioritization - example

n

Median rank across  rankings

Times ranked above tool compound (%)

Consensus ranking

• n

•

•
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Summary

 

QuantiGene plex assay allows for multiplexed gene expression quantitation

From gene-specific dose-response analysis to multivariate summary: 

PCA and ranking

Take into account associated uncertainty: 

sampling procedure

Repeat PCA and ranking  times

Risk-based compound selection: 

median/average rank

•

•

•

• n

•
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Thank you!

 

 

 

Any Questions?
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Back up

Abstract 

One of the first steps in the drug discovery process is to check the activity of newly synthesized compounds on a

particular target. Only compounds with the most desirable activity profile will be further processed to understand more

of their characteristics. Often, pharmacodynamic (PD) markers are used to monitor biological activity on the targets.

The Quantigene
TM

 Plex Assay allows for the simultaneous measurement of up to 80 genes (markers) of interest in a

single well. Dilution series of compounds spotted across the wells, allow to investigate the dose response profiles of

each of the markers in one single experiment. Hence, instead of selecting compounds based on one activity estimate,

this technology allows to look at multiple estimates at the same time. 

To be able to select most promising compounds using all information available, multivariate techniques like principal

component analysis (PCA) can be used on the matrix of AC50 values. Nevertheless, such approach does not consider

the uncertainty associated with the estimation of these AC50 values from the single experiment. However, this

information can be very valuable to build confidence on the actual selection of compounds you make. To include the

uncertainty in the decision making, a random sampling approach is proposed based on the AC50 values and

corresponding standard errors. These figures can act as parameters, defining a distribution from which a random

sample is obtained. The resulting bootstrapped AC50 matrices can be supplied to PCA to obtain a set of compound

rankings. Finally, a summarized rank across this set of rankings is obtained for each compound incorporating the

uncertainty associated with the available estimates from your one experiment. 

This proposal allows to assess the risks associated with the decision to move some compounds forward. A concept that

is often ignored during the drug discovery process and could be more broadly applied.
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